HS 112 Writing and Analysis II / Spring 2019

WRITING CENTER COLLABORATION PROPOSAL
Overview
The Cornish Writing Center (CWC) is an amazing resource that can aid you throughout your
career at Cornish. It is there for supporting your work of becoming effective communicators in
writing (of all forms) and thinkers about the composition process. The CWC is there to develop
your agency as a writer in discussing and revising writing, build your awareness of strengths and
weaknesses as a writer, and get you feeling confident about writing in different contexts. This
exercise will help you determine how you want to use the CWC based on your individual learning
styles, writing goals and needs.

Prompt
Write a short proposal for how you plan to use the CWC this semester, but especially on the
upcoming Critical Commentary drafting sequence. The proposal include:
 1-2 paragraphs reflecting on how you have used the Writing Center previously, how those
previous visits went, and where in your own writing process you think the Writing Center
prove most valuable.
 A specific plan for your Writing Center visit in one paragraph. Make sure to identify a
specific draft of a specific assignment that you want to target with your visit, and include a
1-week window during which you plan to visit the Writing Center. This date range will be
given to the Writing Center so they can know when to expect you. You should choose a
week prior to week 13.

Submission
Simply submit a digital copy for recording and forwarding to the Writing Center in one of two
ways:
1. Share a Google document of your manifesto with tschenold@cornish.edu, enabling comments
so I can leave targeted feedback.
2. Email an RTF file as an attachment to tschenold@cornish.edu. Your word processing software
will have an ability to "Save As..." to an RTF file. This will ensure that I can handle the file.
Please also make sure you name the file "LastnameFirstinitial_writingcenterplan.rft" (so, if I
were submitting it would be "SchenoldT_writingcenterplan.rtf").

Instructor: Terry Schenold / tschenold@cornish.edu

